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Chapter One:

6 Keys to Becoming a Super Successful
Real Estate Entrepreneur

Do you want to convert your real estate education and experience into big bucks?

I suggest you seriously consider taking an entrepreneurial tack to buying houses... or to buying
any other type of creative real estate investing deals.

Why? Let’s look at that.

Here are 6 key concepts and suggestions for taking on an entrepreneurial or business approach
to making money in real estate. How many of these suggestions are you already using (or
principles you are applying) to achieve your financial goals?

1. Business is all about making profits. Profits in a real estate business come from
income and equity.

Income is the cash you pull out of your business each month to pay your expenses and perhaps
write yourself a “5 figure paycheck.” We all want and need income to meet our personal
requirements and live the lifestyle we choose. But consider only generating the cash you need
now. Excess income or cash can easily be squandered away. It sometimes makes more sense to
build future wealth by capturing equity than through cashing out.

Equity includes “ownership of assets” such as business equity (i.e. shares of a corporation) or
real estate equity. If you buy only two houses per month (with an average profit per “pretty
house” deal of $27,000) you are creating $54,000 per month in cash and equity. If you only pull
out $14,000 a month in cash profits then you can build $40,000 a month in equity.

2. Treat your investing as a business... and not a hobby.

If you “feed” your house business each month by putting your money into deals, your wealth
building opportunities will be limited, since your cash assets are limited. A business you feed
may be considered a hobby.

Have a plan each month for cash flow and equity accumulation. Work your plan. Track your
results. Get feedback. Adjust as necessary by taking corrective action when needed. This is only
possible by having goals and measuring your progress.

3. Marketing is the key to ANY business

A full-time “real estate entrepreneur” should consider blocking two hours each day for
“uninterrupted, high level” activities. The business activities that produce real results and profits
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aremarketing and sales. If you made just this one change (time blocking two hours a day) you
could triple your results without working any harder.

Marketing is about generating leads. Marketing is leverage. Marketing can be systematic. The
best marketing can be tracked, measured, predicted and repeated. Marketing comes down to: cost
effectively getting the right message to the right audience at the right time. Marketing brings in
leads for buying houses, selling houses, renting houses or raising private money to funds your
deals.

Sales, on the other hand, is about converting leads into cash and equity. Sales is the activity of
following up on leads, talking with buyers and sellers, visiting with your prospects, negotiating
and getting signed agreements. Sales is about prescreening, making offers and closing your
deals.

As you can see, marketing is the real key to doing business since we need to attract potential
deals before we can do close deals.

4. Marketing is salesmanship multiplied

Sales is typically one-on-one.Marketing allows us to communicate the “laundry list of benefits”
we can offer, delivered to hundreds or thousands of prospects at the same time. The only way to
earn “uncommon profits” is to leverage the right type of activities. A direct response marketing
campaign is a great way to “sell” a lot of people on the reasons to do business with you.

However, marketing is not the activity for buying a house or getting a contract signed. That’s
sales. Marketing is for getting qualified prospects calling you. Both are vital activities to plan
and focus on.

5. Business and marketing systems give you massive leverage

I’ve identified 4 levels of growth and success for real estate entrepreneurs. Take a look and
see where you now and where are are you headed?

Level I: Tech

This is where you learn the business. This is the “how to” and initial development stage. Too
many real estate investors get stuck at this level. We all start here and we move up when we
effectively overcome the natural fear and procrastination. Additional “how to” information can
lead to greater confidence but taking ACTION is where you see results.

You certainly need to learn how to identify deals, structure offers, negotiate and close deals. We
publish mini seminars on audio covering all these topics (Marketing Mastery Training Call back
issues) for helping you to fine tune your skills. Yes, you want to plan your goals, dream how you
want your future to look, setup up business entities for operating... and entities for holding your
assets. The Tech is important but the Tech will rarely produce any income or equity. What you
really need for success is...
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Level II: Marketing & Systems

You need deals. Killer deals. You can go out and hunt for deals or get deals coming to you. By
getting deals coming to you, you are practical forced to buy houses. And of course the proven
way to get killer deals coming to you is throughmarketing.

Marketing can be as simple as running classified ads or posting “we buy houses” signs. Both are
proven. However, there are dozens of other cost effective ways to bring you deals. Some
campaigns can eliminate competition. Some campaigns require more labor than money. Other
campaigns cost more but can be setup systematically and require very little time or effort on your
part.

I’ve become a specialist in creating marketing tools, strategies and systems for generating leads
for both buying and selling. I’ve found that real estate investors who focus on marketing and
setting up systems begin to see phenomenal results. By leveraging your time, money and efforts,
you can create massive value for buyers, sellers and private lenders.

Level II investors can realistically strive to earn 6-figure incomes each year, even part time.
Ready for the next level?

Level III: Outsourcing & Delegation

As a business and marketing consultant to real estate entrepreneurs, another area I specialize in is
moving investors from Level II to Level III. By using additional leverage, you can go from 6-
figure profits to 7-figure profits. They key here is not trying to do everything yourself.

This can be a major shift for you... and sometimes a difficult one.

Outsourcing is for finding others to implement your marketing campaigns, get your houses
ready for occupancy, do your bookkeeping, handle payroll, develop your websites, qualify your
prospects, prepare closing documents, setup business entities, etc.

Delegation can be even more challenging. That’s because you’re giving up control of things
you’re used to doing yourself. Ouch! The truth is that you’re probably doing things that the CEO
of a “multi-million dollar real estate investment business” should not be doing. At this level you
realize your time is better spent on only on high paying, highly leveraged activities. Everything
else is outsourced and delegated... ideally.

You can learn to do it all yourself, and many of my successful clients started that way... trying to
do it all themselves. I started that way. But you hit a barrier to further growth and success due to
personal TIME constraints.

Here are the 4 activities you may NOT want to give up. Maybe later, but for now, see if you
can give up any other “stuff” not in these categories and you do M.O.R.E.:
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M – Marketing: Create income or wealth building goals, plan your campaigns around
the number of leads needed to achieve your goals, implement your plans, manage
what you outsource and delegate, measure and track results, adjust your plans
based on the actual progression toward your goals.

O – Offers: Structure and present your offers to buyers, sellers and private lenders.
Pay off owner carry-back notes early at a discount. Build your dream team by
offering opportunities to contractors, employees, professionals, etc.

R – Raising Cash: Collect deposits and down payments, flip deals or contracts, cash
out your buyers, pull cash out of property you own, secure needed credit lines (if
really needed), broker excess private money you have available to other investors
for a fee, etc.

E – Exit: Manage your exit plan for each deal or contract including closing, due
diligence, funding, occupying, selling, rehabbing, flipping, etc. That includes
managing who you’ve delegated these projects to.

Level IV: Cash and Financial Independence

At this level you have converted many of your investments into more liquid assets or created a
substantial amount of passive cash flow. Your income and equity now grows passively. Much of
your income and wealth building is on automatic pilot. Your skills and ability to capture
additional equity or cash flow is no longer required to meet you financial goals. You are
financial free and independent. You are now more focused on other things that are important to
you. You may still stay involved in managing your assets but your future is secured.

My buddy Dan Strà “the REIA Man” calls this “the time when you spend your money like a
drunken sailor.” Funny. It’s also a time when many real estate investors are looking for ways to
give back.

6. You get paid for creating value in the marketplace

It’s my belief that your income and ability to generate profits is in direct proportion to the
amount of value you bring to the marketplace. Implementing marketing and business systems
into your real estate investing can help you delivermore value, accelerating your results.

Shouldn’t you be paid handsomely for helping homebuyers own a home now when everyone
else tells them they must wait? Successful real estate entrepreneurs learn how to become very
creative and flexible sellers. In most cases, you can sell quickly at premium prices by offering
solutions to the common challenges homebuyers face everyday.

Shouldn’t you be paid handsomely for helping private investors earn a safe, secured, high rate
of return on money they’ve saved up for their future? Private investors can put up all the cash
you need for deals that need cash. (Related articles at: www.northeastreia.com)

You can offer a seller a higher price for a house when you can get in with no money down and
no bank qualifying. You want to pay less for a house that requires any cash at closing. The more
cash needed, the lower your offering price. Therefore, using other people’s money to do deals
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does not cost you anything. You should commit to getting a better deal (lower price or more
attractive terms on sellers equity) when coming up with any cash. Then it may be worth the
expense of raising or using private money.
Shouldn’t you be paid handsomely for helping homeowners sell their houses quickly and
easily, helping them avoid the most common problems they might face when trying to sell?
Some homeowners can no longer manage, maintain or afford their property. Some owners just
want to avoid the “uncertainty” of WHEN or IF their house will sell.

As professional homebuyers, we can come to the table with a wide array of options and
solutions. But rarely would that include offering the highest price. For us to get involved we need
the seller to give us a great price or great terms. What you wind up doing with a house (exit plan)
sometimes is dependent on the price or terms you can get.

EXAMPLE:
One way to profit on a deal is to buy at a discount and sell at a premium.

The difference between your ‘buy’ price and ‘selling’ price is your equity spread. I like a
minimum equity spread of about $29,000 or 10% of my “resale” price, which ever is greater.
That would be aminimum.

Let’s say you buy a nice house in a nice area with no money down. The home is worth $200,000
and the seller owes $150,000. By purchasing the home for $180,000 and selling for $210,000,
you create a $30,000 equity spread. If you buy with owner financing then you can sell with
owner financing. I find it easy to sell a nice house in a nice area for a 5 to 10% premium when I
can offer my buyer some form of owner financing (rent-to-own, lease/option, agreement for
deed, etc.). I’ve also found that I can pay $180,000 if the seller allows me to take over a nice
existing loan of $150,000 and then wait for their $30,000 until I sell or refinance the house later.

In this example, I’m actually paying 90% of the retail value of the house. Is that fair price on a
house that needs no work? Absolutely! By the way, if it wasn’t fair then the seller would not
accept my price and terms.

But didn’t they give away $20,000 in equity? No. Don’t make that error in thinking. Equity is
the difference between the price I pay and what they owe. Let me repeat that. Equity is the
difference between what I pay and what they owe. They owe $150,000. I’m paying $180,000.
Their equity is only $30,000 which in this case they get in the form of a promissory note.

The $20,000 discount I got off full retail value was not given to me. It was traded...

Sellers will trade equity in exchange for the value you bring to the table.

Sellers never give away equity. You want to get good at communicating what value or benefits
you can offer. You can communicate that through your marketing campaigns and business
systems, all designed to get sellers calling you. Then you want to continue to communicate the
benefits you can offer (tailored to their situation) through one-on-one “salesmanship” and
negotiation.

Most sellers are intent upon getting a certain price, perhaps full price. In my marketing messages
to sellers, I like to point out all the things they might avoid if I buy their house. That includes
avoiding the need to list the house with an agent, having a contract with a buyer fail to close,
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fixing up their property to make their house more marketable, trying to sell “by owner”, making
payments on an empty house, having their payments fall behind, and many more things they may
not of thought about.

What can I do for them? What value can I bring to the table? I focus on: offering to pay a fair
price, buying the house “as is”, closing when ever the want, taking their monthly mortgage
payments off their back, etc.

Probably the biggest reason sellers accept my price or terms is peace of mind.

You can’t put a price tag on peace of mind.

Try as you might, you’ll probably never know all the reasons why a homeowner will want to do
business with you. So decide on your exit plan for the house and make several offers that work
for you... several offers that would excite you if they one of them were accepted. If the seller
owes more against the property then you can pay (to ensure your minimum equity spread), then
ask them to make up they difference in cash. That way you can always make an offer if you
want to own the house. Again, you may never know which of the benefits you offer will seal the
deal... or what these benefits are worth to the seller.

To summarize this first chapter, remember:

* Business is all about making profits from income and equity
* Treat your real estate investing as a business
* The key to any business is marketing
* Marketing is salesmanship multiplied
* Systems can give you massive leverage
* Outsourcing and delegation can take you to the next level of success
* Focus your time and thoughts onMarketing,Offers, Raising cash and Exit
* You get paid cash and equity for creating value

Now let’s look at several more important (yet easy) shifts you can make in your real estate
“business” that can dramatically improve your results and profits.
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Chapter 2:

6 Tips for Total Control
Real Estate Investing

Now I am going to reveal 6 important tips for dramatically improving your results, profits and
“peace of mind” in your real estate “business.”

Relying on other people to find you deals, or cash out your deals, can be frustrating.

How would your attitude about buying houses improve if you didn’t have to rely on the
performance of banks, real estate agents, mortgage brokers, contractors or buyers?

Entrepreneurs love control. Put yourself in a position to take charge of your results. Empower
yourself. Having the ability to borrow money, establish credit lines or build a “dream team” is
important and can help you progress from a Level II investor (marketing and systems) to a Level
III investor (outsourcing and delegation). But the discussion at the moment will apply mostly to
getting the Level II activities working for you.

Here are my top 6 tips for controlling your results immediately.

Tip #1: Avoid relying on bank financing when buying houses

Don’t buy houses with new bank financing except in very rare situations. It’s just not required.
You can find and fund as many deals as you want where you do not have to use your credit, get
bank approved, pay loan costs or close based on when the lender or mortgage broker is ready.

Here are 4 buying strategies for avoiding banks:

1. Fund more houses using owner financing

Some investors try to avoid (or would prefer not to attract) sellers who have lots of equity,
especially free and clear houses. But savvy investors have learned and discovered that the more
equity in a property, the more ways to construct an offer that may be accepted by a seller.

You want to learn how to get creative on any equity the seller will get. For example, if a large
part of your purchase price is paid out in monthly principal only payments, you might be willing
to pay the current appraised value. Hmmm...

Would you buy a free and clear house valued at $200,000 for $200,000? What if the terms were
$1,000 principal only payments (no interest) for 200 months? (We’ll assume the house is in great
shape and nice area.) The principal paid down is rapid... $36,000 over 3 years. Plus you get any
appreciation and perhaps a premium price for passing on some “seller financing” to your buyer.

And yes. Sometimes sellers will insist on interest. Would you buy the same house for $180,000
if the seller financed your purchase with $3,000 down, 4% annual interest, 30 year amortization
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and a 5 year balloon? The payment is only $845.03! True, it is a tight deal. You’re paying 90%
of retail value. But it’s a deal to me.

Or would you buy a $200,000 house for $170,000 if it was no money down, 100% owner
financing on a 30 year note at 6% interest? You bet I would. And I have done deals just like
that... even better.

2.Fund deals by buying them “subject to” the existing financing

Would you buy the same house used in the examples above for $180,000 if seller owed $130,000
at $1,100 monthly PITI and would wait up to 5 years for their $50,000 in equity with no
payments or interest on it? You would take over the payments on the existing $130,000 without
any qualifying. These types of deals (and better deals) are possible when you’re dealing with
motivated and flexible sellers. You also want to crank up your marketing campaigns to bring
leads in so you can sift and sort for deals.

The “nuts and bolts” of buying houses “subject to” existing financing are shared in my eBooks
found at www.northeastreia.com and REIA training system, as well as in our more advanced
programs in my coaching program, also at www.northeastreia.com.

Fund your cash deals using other people’s money

When ever you can get the proper discount for paying cash, use hard money lenders and private
investors to fund the purchase price, closing costs and hopefully repair expenses and holding
costs. Many of these cash deals would be difficult to fund with a bank loan simply because they
need work.

3.Fund your cash deals using your buyer’s cash

There area number of ways to cash out a seller using your buyer’s money.

First is a wholesale flip. Your wholesale buyer funds the deal.

Next is a retail flip. Your buyer gets a new loan to buy from you and you simultaneously close
out your deal with the seller.

A wonderful method for raising cash on a monthly basis is to agree to buy a house for cash, but
offer more cash than you would if you had to borrow it. You do this by only agreeing to cash out
the seller after you sell the house very quickly. Here’s how that works...

Use an option to control the property with the right to buy but not the obligation to buy. Then
quickly sell the house through a single open house using a round robin bid sale or an auction to
get the highest cash price. Think of it. Option a house each month and then quickly sell it for all
cash. It is a great way to solve any cash flow problems you may experience in the “pretty
house” business when a majority of your profits come in the form of equity.
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Tip #2: Avoid relying on real estate agents to BUY
You want a good real estate agent on your dream team. But you don’t want to have to rely on
them to find deals or sell your houses.

To buy without the help of a real estate agent, use direct response marketing to get sellers calling
you directly. Sometimes you’ll also want to use bird dogs, ant farms or a door knocking crew to
get leads coming to you. The only houses I buy that are listed would be cash deals like fixer
uppers or bank owned. Then I submit my offer through my real estate agent. In all other cases I
like to negotiate and deal directly with the seller.

Tip #3: Avoid relying on real estate agents to SELL

You can always hire an agent to list your property and get it sold. Usually it would be a newly
remodeled house that you need to get cashed out on. You can also do a “flat rate” listing for
$200-$500. The flat rate fee would be your only expense of having your property advertised on
the Multiple Listing Service (MLS) unless another agent brings in a buyer. Then you’re usually
paying the selling agent a 3-4% commission.

How do you avoid RELYING on an agent? Develop systems for getting houses sold quickly on
your own “for sale by owner.” Use your selling website. Use free recorded message lines. Get
someone to take and prescreen calls. Use lots of signs and flyers. Run classified ads. Build a
buyers list.

Buy houses where you can turnaround and sell (or occupy) with a Unique Selling Proposition or
USP. Offer buyers owner financing, lease option or rent-to-own. Or offer to help “finance their
down payment and closing costs” by taking back a small second mortgage. Offer a sweat equity
program. Some deals you can flip and sell quickly by offering a great price.

Once you are consistently buying houses, you can hire someone to be in charge of selling or
occupying them. Put them in charge of prescreen buyers, following up on buyers,
communicating with mortgage brokers, working with contractors, getting houses ready to show
and keeping houses ready to show. You do not even have to come out of pocket if you pay them
a portion of profit only when you receive it in hand.

Tip #4: Avoid relying on mortgage brokers to finance your buyers

It’s always nice to get a fat back-end check when a tenant buyer closes you out. It might be even
sweeter to get fully cashed out on a deal you just bought. But every time you RELY on it, you
may be out of control.

The solution is to buy houses where you have multiple exit strategies. Do deals where you can
get some time to perform. I like at least 3 years so I have the opportunity of offering ‘some type
of’ owner financing or “rent until close” program.

* If you fund and fix a house using a private lender, seek out a 3 year term.

* If you buy “subject to” then don’t make short term promises to have their loan paid off.
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* If a seller ‘becomes the bank’ and finances the deal for you, assume they give you 30 years
but be willing to negotiate a 5 or 7 year balloon. I’ll even do a 3 year but not less than that...
unless I had the right to extend.

By having time, you avoid the pressure and anxiety around relying on a buyer to cash you out
within a year or two... or a month or two. You’ll be able to help more “unqualified” buyers
because you’ll be able to give them the time to get bank qualified.

If fact, you can persuade your tenant buyers to give you most (if not all) of their disposable
income each month (perhaps mid-month) as additional purchase deposits. The carrot you offer is
helping them build up enough down payment so they have the opportunity to close with owner
financing (usually wrap-around financing) if needed.

Tip #5: Avoid relying on contractors

The Bottom Line: Rehab and maintenance contractors are a pain if the butt. You’ll need to use
them but... do what you can to avoid RELYING on them.

First, sell houses that need work as is. You can wholesale flip to other investors (leaving money
on the table) or sell “as is” to an owner occupant if the home is livable.

Here’s a great ad for selling a house that needs (for example) carpet, paint and a new kitchen:

FIXER UPPER: Owner can help finance. $227,500 fixed up. Make
offer as is. 3 bed, 2 bath, 2 car, Woodland Park. Trade remodeling
for down payment. Call (phone number) for 24 hr recd info or visit
(selling website)

I’m usually offered a higher price from my buyer using this ad then if I mentioned an “as is”
price. You find lots of buyers who’ll be attracted to “sweat equity.”

Second, give your tenant buyers incentives to maintain the property and fix things themselves. I
offer a “rent credit” of $100 or more each month they:

1) Pay the rent on time, and

2) Don’t call me.

The credit comes off their purchase price when (and only when) they buy the house. It’s usually
only offered for the first 12 months that their in the house.

Tip #6: Avoid relying on buyers to perform or keep their promises

You never know if (or when) a buyer will close. First, use the ideas from TIP #4 above so you’re
not relying on your buyer to get financed through a bank. Next, get enough consideration from
your buyer before the move in so that you’re protected. My buddy Ron LeGrand says “if you put
yourself in a position where you can’t lose, it’s hard to lose.”
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Your buyer needs cash, credit or both. The less creditworthy, the more cash you require.
“Consideration” can be the amount of non-refundable cash they put down now, or the amount of
remodeling completed before they move in, or a promissory note secured by another piece of real
estate they own or attempting to sell.

Hopefully you have given yourself enough leeway when you bought the house so you have time
to work with a second buyer if you’re first buyer flacks out.

I used to lease houses with the option to buy, promising to cash the seller out in two years. I was
relying on my buyer to close! Now I always prefer to get the deed and establish more time. I
sleep much better.

In summary, relying on other people can make you feel like you are out of control. Keep in mind
that you can...

* Avoid relying on bank financing
* Avoid relying on real estate agents
* Avoid relying on mortgage brokers
* Avoid relying on contractors
* Avoid relying on buyers to perform

Next, we will go a few steps further toward getting you to a Level IV investor (financial
independence). We’ll cover the benefits of using proven direct response marketing strategies,
converting more leads into cash, establishing simple follow up systems and becoming a “big fish
in a small pond.”
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Chapter 3

3 Ways to Capture More
Cash and Equity Each Month

As a marketing consultant and performance coach to real estate entrepreneurs, what follows is
some best advice I can give you if you’re not doing enough deals to reach your income and
wealth building goals. If you are, then you’ll see how to set bigger goals.

Here are my 3 steps for turning more leads into “5-figure” paydays:

Step 1 :
Use direct response marketing to get killer deals coming to
you...
A lack of leads is the number one biggest challenge for most real estate investors. Setting up
simple systems and a monthly plan to generate calls from motivated (and flexible) sellers is the
solution. Once you oil this squeaky cog, you real estate machine can take on exciting new life.

Have you heard me discuss the three M’s of marketing? In a nutshell: You want to get a good
“Message” to the right “Market” using cost-effective “Media.”

Guess what? There’s a 4th M. That’s would be using a “Multiple hit” strategy and plan. You
want to get the right message to the right person at the right tim e. Going back to the same
prospects over time ensures that they won’t forget that you buy houses when the time is right.

My best recommendations include using...

1' Yellow Letters
1' Cheap USPS.com Postcards
1' Oversized Postcards
1' 2-Step Marketing Tools
1' 1-Step Marketing Tools

* Use Yellow Letters

A handwritten, personalized yellow letter in a personal looking envelope is one of the BEST
ways to design your marketing to get a high rate of response. It is the best “media” for targeted
mailings.

There are a number of versions of the “yellow letter.” One approach has been developed and
popularized by Ron LeGrand and his Financial Freedom Network members John and Donna
MacNeil.
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I’ve created two of my own versions of a yellow letter by changing the “message.” One is an
expanded and lengthier one-page message designed to reduce the number of “junk” calls. It also
helps you to handle the response 24 hours a day by integrating proven marketing systems such as
a buying website and/or a free recorded info line.

My second “yellow letter” was dictated over the phone to a coaching client who wanted “the best
way” for following up on leads. These are leads that have potential (i.e. equity) but the seller is
not yet motivated to accept our price or terms. Basically, this is your in-house follow up list.
Used correctly, it can be one of the best lists or “markets” to mail to.

The first report from my client after using this letter was that it brought in 9 calls, 8 appointments
and 2 deals in 3 weeks when mailed to 118 follow up leads. The cost? About $75.

* Use Cheap USPS.com Postcards

Any killer postcard you get from me or create yourself can be sent out of your office or a local
mailing house. However, I love Click2Mail services offered through the U.S. Postal Service at
www.USPS.com. I’ve created a number of very successful postcard templates that can quickly
customized and uploaded to USPS.com. You then simply upload your mailing list and they’ll
print and mail small postcards for you at about 31 cents each. It’s quick and easy.

One of my best postcards is a “personalized” postcard with a “yellow letter’ message using an
old typewriter font (called Typewriter Rough online). You create it online with “merge fields”
and insert the seller’s name and property address into the body of the message.

Mailing a series of small postcards and yellow letters via first class mail is ideal for targeted lists.

Next...

* Use Oversized Postcards – The Ultimate Direct Mail System

Can you cost effectively use direct mail to ‘shotgun blast’ or saturate a geographic area? I have a
great system to get your message out super cheap for blanketing neighborhoods, i.e. mailing to
“occupants.” Read this free “how to” article: The Ultimate Direct Mail System for Buying
Houses for step-by-step instructions.

* Use 2-Step Marketing Tools

Other ways to cost effectively get your marketing message out is run small display ads or
classified ads; post signs; mail small postcards; and deliver “post it” notes door to door. Since
we’re limited in “selling” space, you’ll boost your response by adding your buying website and a
24 hour real estate hotline to your ad, allowing sellers to respond in a non-threatening way, day
or night. Next...

* Use 1-Step Marketing Tools

Whenever it’s affordable, I like to tell my whole story in one shot. When I have enough room I
can answer a lot of the questions and give out a lot of reasons for sellers to contact me about
selling their house.
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My favorite 1-step media includes: large display ads (advertorials) in weekly newspapers, full-
age flyers inserted into publications hitting my “farm” area, door hangers, and ‘oversized
postcards’ to both targeted and saturation lists.

Step 2 :
Convert more leads into cash and equity...
To do more deals, you then need to become a pro at maximizing the value each lead produced
from your marketing. How much more real estate profits would you enjoy if you could convert
50% more of your leads into cash and equity?

Whether you’re a beginning investor or a seasoned pro, there are basically 3 ways to improve
your closing ratio:

A. Get better at prescreening on the phone and quickly eliminating non-deals. Review all the
support materials you have on these topics. Get more help if needed.

B. Improve your ability to handle sellers on the phone and in the home. Review any materials
you have on sales, negotiating and effective communication. Get better at building rapport
and handling objections. Seek out further resources if needed.

C. Become more creative and systematic in structuring multiple offers. Go back to your real
estate library of books, tapes and seminar manuals if you feel there’s an opportunity for
improvement on how you’re currently structuring offers.

Live boot camps that cover these areas in-depth are a great choice, especially if you get hands-on
practice in addition to proven strategies. I invite you to consider attending our North East
REIA Membership meeting, if you haven’t yet. Many attendees say it is the best in the
industry

We also deliver a “virtual boot camp” with our monthly Webinar. Many of our past training
topics covered the secrets to converting more leads into cash and equity. And we’ll continue to
offer more proven strategies on these calls to help you maximize the value of each lead.

Step 3 :
Use simple follow up systems...
Build and use an in-house follow-up list. Also, hit a “farm” area over and over. Don’t let anyone
forget what you do... and of course... that’s that you buy houses.

* Proactive Follow Up

Use small postcards, oversized postcards, emails, yellow letters, free special reports and personal
phone calls. Create a plan on how often you’ll get back in touch with those deals that need to
“simmer and cook” awhile. Follow up with some type of campaign to your entire list once every
2 to 6 weeks.
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* The LazyMan’sWay – Automatic Follow Up

There’s one strategy I highly recommend for buying and selling houses that gives you many
advantages including the ability to “automatically” follow up on leads not yet converted. Here it
is...

I always end the conversation with an unmotivated or inflexible seller (yet has equity) with,

“Well, it looks like you have time... and perhaps you have some other options to explore.
Please let me know if anything changes. Call me if you ever want to look again at
working together, sometime down the road. I’ll be around.”

TIP: As you reach for the door, you might be able to turn things around by asking, “By the way,
what do you think you’re going to do now?” They might suddenly realize what they really want
(a buyer) is about to disappear.

If you want to buy this house, you certainly want to follow up. I do it the lazy way. That’s
because I always want to...

* Be a “big fish in a small pond”

This is all about selecting your “market.” Once you identify certain neighborhoods or parts of
town you want to own houses in, or resell houses in, you select an geographic area (or a targeted
mailing list) to focus on. The smaller the better as you can then afford to re-market to that same
area or list using a “multiple hit” strategy over time.

It’s more effective sometime to reach out to 15,000 homeowners 5 times than 75,000
homeowners just once. Isn’t that right? The cost is the same but the frequency of exposure will
work in your favor.

Since you’re now going back to a market you’ve already hit before, the sellers that you should be
proactively following-up on may now be triggered to call you back... especially after their
situation has changed.

Other benefits for working a narrowly defined “farm area” or “pond” include:

Eliminate competition – not many other investors or agents will be as effective as you. Over
time, you can dominate certain parts of town.

Instant credibility – people are convinced something is true if they are exposed to it a number
of times or over a period of time. It’s clear you are no “fly-by-night” operation.

Knowing your market – soon you’ll become a property value expert, and enjoy increased
confidence with planning your exit strategies.

Creating a buyers list – sell or occupy your new properties faster.

Building a dream team – professionals and contractors many times work an area. You’ll reduce
the number of people needed and save the time needed to find or replace them.

Leveraging your time and resources – Knock out multiple tasks on a single trip. Check on
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flyers, signs and vacant houses. Meet with buyers, sellers and contractors. Drive by comps and
spot prospective deals (i.e. FSBOs, vacant houses, ugly houses). Send buyers to multiple
properties as the same time, etc.

Summary

In summary, use these 3 steps for reaching your real estate cash flow and wealth building goals:

Step 1:Use direct response marketing to get killer deals coming to you
Step 2: Convert more leads into cash and equity
Step 3:Use simple follow up systems

Plus, if you feel you need any help with implementing strategies in this book, please go to
www.northeastreia.com for help.

Good luck!


